Abstract-Sentiment analysis or opinion mining aims to use automated tools to detect subjective information such as opinions, attitudes, and feelings expressed in text. This paper proposes a novel probabilistic modeling framework called joint sentiment-topic (JST) model based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which detects sentiment and topic simultaneously from text. A reparameterized version of the JST model called Reverse-JST, obtained by reversing the sequence of sentiment and topic generation in the modeling process, is also studied. Although JST is equivalent to Reverse-JST without a hierarchical prior, extensive experiments show that when sentiment priors are added, JST performs consistently better than Reverse-JST. Besides, unlike supervised approaches to sentiment classification which often fail to produce satisfactory performance when shifting to other domains, the weakly supervised nature of JST makes it highly portable to other domains. This is verified by the experimental results on data sets from five different domains where the JST model even outperforms existing semi-supervised approaches in some of the data sets despite using no labeled documents. Moreover, the topics and topic sentiment detected by JST are indeed coherent and informative. We hypothesize that the JST model can readily meet the demand of large-scale sentiment analysis from the web in an open-ended fashion.
INTRODUCTION
W ITH the explosion of Web 2.0, various types of social media such as blogs, discussion forums, and peer-topeer networks present a wealth of information that can be very helpful in assessing the general public's sentiment and opinions toward products and services. Recent surveys have revealed that opinion-rich resources like online reviews are having greater economic impact on both consumers and companies compared to the traditional media [1] . Driven by the demand of gleaning insights into such great amounts of user-generated data, work on new methodologies for automated sentiment analysis and discovering hidden knowledge from unstructured text data has bloomed splendidly.
Among various sentiment analysis tasks, one of them is sentiment classification, i.e., identifying whether the semantic orientation of the given text is positive, negative, or neutral. Although much work has been done in this line [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , most of the existing approaches rely on supervised learning models trained from labeled corpora where each document has been labeled as positive or negative prior to training. However, such labeled corpora are not always easily obtained in practical applications. Also, it is well known that sentiment classifiers trained on one domain often fail to produce satisfactory results when shifted to another domain, since sentiment expressions can be quite different in different domains [7] , [8] . For example, it is reported in [8] that indomain Support Vector Machines (SVMs) classifier trained on the movie review (MR) data (giving best accuracy of 90.45 percent) only achieved relatively poor accuracies of 70.29 and 61.36 percent, respectively, when directly tested on book review and product support services data. Moreover, aside from the diversity of genres and large-scale size of the web corpora, user-generated content such as online reviews evolves rapidly over time, which demands much more efficient and flexible algorithms for sentiment analysis than the current approaches can offer. These observations have thus motivated the problem of using unsupervised or weakly supervised approaches for domain-independent sentiment classification.
Another common deficiency of the aforementioned work is that it only focuses on detecting the overall sentiment of a document, without performing an in-depth analysis to discover the latent topics and the associated topic sentiment. In general, a review can be represented by a mixture of topics. For instance, a standard restaurant review will probably discuss topics or aspects such as food, service, location, price, etc. Although detecting topics is a useful step for retrieving more detailed information, the lack of sentiment analysis on the extracted topics often limits the effectiveness of the mining results, as users are not only interested in the overall sentiment of a review and its topical information, but also the sentiment or opinions toward the topics discovered. For example, a customer may be happy about the food and price, but at the same time be unsatisfied with the service and location. Moreover, it is intuitive that sentiment polarities are dependent on topics or domains. A typical example is that when appearing under different topics of the movie review domain, the adjective "complicated" may have negative orientation as "complicated role" in one topic, and conveys positive sentiment as "complicated plot" in another topic. Therefore, detecting topic and sentiment simultaneously should serve a critical function in helping users by providing more informative sentiment-topic mining results.
In this paper, we focus on document-level sentiment classification for general domains in conjunction with topic detection and topic sentiment analysis, based on the proposed weakly supervised joint sentiment-topic (JST) model [9] . This model extends the state-of-the-art topic model latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [10] , by constructing an additional sentiment layer, assuming that topics are generated dependent on sentiment distributions and words are generated conditioned on the sentiment-topic pairs. Our model is distinguished from other sentiment-topic models [11] , [12] in that: 1) JST is weakly supervised, where the only supervision comes from a domain independent sentiment lexicon. 2) JST can detect sentiment and topics simultaneously. We suggest that the weakly supervised nature of the JST model makes it highly portable to other domains for the sentiment classification task. While JST is a reasonable design choice for joint sentiment-topic detection, one may argue that the reverse is also true, namely that sentiments may vary according to topics. Thus, we also studied a reparameterized version of JST, called the Reverse-JST model, in which sentiments are generated dependent on topic distributions in the modeling process. It is worth noting that without a hierarchical prior, JST and Reverse-JST are essentially two reparameterizations of the same model.
Extensive experiments have been conducted with both the JST and Reverse-JST models on the movie review (MR) 1 and multidomain sentiment (MDS) data sets. Although JST is equivalent to Reverse-JST without hierarchical priors, experimental results show that when sentiment prior information is encoded, these two models exhibit very different behaviors, with JST consistently outperforming Reverse-JST in sentiment classification. The portability of JST in sentiment classification is also verified by the experimental results on the data sets from five different domains, where the JST model even outperforms existing semi-supervised approaches in some of the data sets despite using no labeled documents. Aside from automatically detecting sentiment from text, JST can also extract meaningful topics with sentiment associations as illustrated by some topic examples extracted from the two experimental data sets. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 presents the JST and Reverse-JST models. We describe the experimental setup in Section 4 and discuss the results on the movie review and multidomain sentiment data sets in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines the future work.
RELATED WORK

Sentiment Classification
Machine learning techniques have been widely deployed for sentiment classification at various levels, e.g., from the document level, to the sentence and word/phrase level. On the document level, one tries to classify documents as positive, negative, or neutral, based on the overall sentiments expressed by opinion holders. There are several lines of representative work at the early stage [2] , [3] . Turney [2] used weakly supervised learning with mutual information to predict the overall document sentiment by averaging out the sentiment orientation of phrases within a document. Pang et al. [3] classified the polarity of movie reviews with the traditional supervised machine learning approaches and achieved the best results using SVMs. In their subsequent work [4] , the sentiment classification accuracy was further improved by employing a subjectivity detector and performing classification only on the subjective portions of reviews. The annotated movie review data set (also known as polarity data set) used in [3] and [4] has later become a benchmark for many studies [5] , [6] . Whitelaw et al. [5] used SVMs to train on combinations of different types of appraisal group features and bag-of-words features, whereas Kennedy and Inkpen [6] leveraged two main sources, i.e., General Inquirer and Choose the Right Word [13] , and trained two different classifiers for the sentiment classification task.
As opposed to the work [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] that only focused on sentiment classification in one particular domain, some researchers have addressed the problem of sentiment classification across domains [7] , [8] . Aue and Gamon [8] explored various strategies for customizing sentiment classifiers to new domains, where training is based on a small number of labeled examples and large amounts of unlabeled in-domain data. It was found that directly applying a classifier trained on a particular domain barely outperforms the baseline for another domain. In the same vein, more recent work [7] , [14] focused on domain adaptation for sentiment classifiers. Blitzer et al. [7] addressed the domain transfer problem for sentiment classification using the structural correspondence learning (SCL) algorithm, where the frequent words in both source and target domains were first selected as candidate pivot features and pivots were then chosen based on the mutual information between these candidate features and the source labels. They achieved an overall improvement of 46 percent over a baseline model without adaptation. Li and Zong [14] combined multiple single classifiers trained on individual domains using SVMs. However, their approach relies on labeled data from all domains to train an integrated classifier and thus may lack flexibility to adapt the trained classifier to other domains where no label information is available.
All the aforementioned work shares some similar limitations: 1) they focused on sentiment classification alone without considering the mixture of topics in the text, which limits the effectiveness of the mining results to users. 2) Most of the approaches [3] , [4] , [7] , [15] favor supervised learning, requiring labeled corpora for training, and potentially limiting the applicability to other domains of interest.
Compared to the traditional topic-based text classification, sentiment classification is deemed to be more challenging as sentiment is often embodied in subtle linguistic mechanisms such as the use of sarcasm or incorporated with highly domain-specific information. Among various efforts for improving sentiment detection accuracy, one of the directions is to incorporate prior information from the general sentiment lexicon (i.e., words bearing positive or negative sentiment) into sentiment models. These general lists of sentiment lexicons can be acquired from domainindependent sources in many different ways, i.e., from manually built appraisal groups [5] , to semiautomatically [16] or fully automatically [17] constructed lexicons. When incorporating lexical knowledge as prior information into a sentiment-topic model, Andreevskaia and Bergler [18] integrated the lexicon-based and corpus-based approaches for sentence-level sentiment annotation across different domains. A recently proposed nonnegative matrix trifactorization approach [19] also employed lexical prior knowledge for semi-supervised sentiment classification, where the domain-independent prior knowledge was incorporated in conjunction with domain-dependent unlabeled data and a few labeled documents. However, this approach performed worse than the JST model on the movie review data even with 40 percent labeled documents, as will be discussed in Section 5.
Sentiment-Topic Models
JST models sentiment and mixture of topics simultaneously. Although work in this line is still relatively sparse, some studies have preserved a similar vision [11] , [12] , [20] . Most closely related to our work is the Topic-Sentiment Model (TSM) [11] , which models mixture of topics and sentiment predictions for the entire document. However, there are several intrinsic differences between JST and TSM. First, TSM is essentially based on the probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) [21] model with an extra background component and two additional sentiment subtopics, whereas JST is based on LDA. Second, regarding topic extraction, TSM samples a word from the background component model if the word is a common English word. Otherwise, a word is sampled from either a topical model or one of the sentiment models (i.e., positive or negative sentiment model). Thus, in TSM the word generation for positive or negative sentiment is not conditioned on topic. This is a crucial difference compared to the JST model as in JST one draws a word from the distribution over words jointly conditioned on both topic and sentiment label. Third, for sentiment detection, TSM requires postprocessing to calculate the sentiment coverage of a document, while in JST the document sentiment can be directly obtained from the probability distribution of sentiment label given a document.
Other models by Titov and McDonald [12] , [20] are also closely related to ours, since they are all based on LDA. The Multi-Grain Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (MG-LDA) [20] is argued to be more appropriate to build topics that are representative of ratable aspects of customer reviews, by allowing terms being generated from either a global topic or a local topic. Being aware of the limitation that MG-LDA is still purely topic-based without considering the associations between topics and sentiments, Titov and McDonald further proposed the Multi-Aspect Sentiment model (MAS) [12] by extending the MG-LDA framework. The major improvement of MAS is that it can aggregate sentiment text for the sentiment summary of each rating aspect extracted from MG-LDA. Our model differs from MAS in several aspects. First, MAS works in a supervised setting as it requires that every aspect is rated at least in some documents, which is infeasible in real-world applications. In contrast, JST is weakly supervised with only minimum prior information being incorporated, which in turn is more flexible. Second, the MAS model was designed for sentiment text extraction or aggregation, whereas JST is more suitable for the sentiment classification task.
METHODOLOGY
Joint Sentiment-Topic Model
The LDA model, as shown in Fig. 1a , is based upon the assumption that documents are mixture of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over words [10] , [22] . Generally, the procedure for generating a word in a document under LDA can be broken down into two stages. One first chooses a distribution over a mixture of T topics for the document. Following that, one picks a topic randomly from the topic distribution, and draws a word from that topic according to the corresponding topic-word distribution.
The existing framework of LDA has three hierarchical layers, where topics are associated with documents, and words are associated with topics. In order to model document sentiments, we propose a joint sentiment-topic model [9] by adding an additional sentiment layer between the document and the topic layers. Hence, JST is effectively a four-layer model, where sentiment labels are associated with documents, under which topics are associated with sentiment labels and words are associated with both sentiment labels and topics. A graphical model of JST is represented in Fig. 1b .
Assume that we have a corpus with a collection of D documents denoted by C ¼ fd 1 ; d 2 ; . . . ; d D g; each document in the corpus is a sequence of N d words denoted by d ¼ ðw 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w N d Þ, and each word in the document is an item from a vocabulary index with V distinct terms denoted by f1; 2; . . . ; V g. Also, let S be the number of distinct sentiment labels, and T be the total number of topics. The procedure for generating a word w i in document d under JST boils down to three stages. First, one chooses a sentiment label l from the per-document sentiment distribution d . Following that, one chooses a topic from the topic distribution d;l , where d;l is conditioned on the sampled sentiment label l. It is worth noting that the topic distribution of JST is different from that of LDA. In LDA, there is only one topic distribution for each individual document. In contrast, in JST each document is associated with S (the number of sentiment labels) topic distributions, each of which corresponds to a sentiment label l with the same number of topics. This feature essentially provides means for the JST model to predict the sentiment associated with the extracted topics. Finally, one draws a word from the per-corpus word distribution conditioned on both topic and sentiment label. This is again different from LDA that in LDA a word is sampled from the word distribution only conditioned on topic.
The formal definition of the generative process in JST corresponding to the graphical model shown in Fig. 1b is as follows:
. For each sentiment label l 2 f1; . . . ; Sg
choose a word w i from ' lizi , a multinomial distribution over words conditioned on topic z i and sentiment label l i . The hyperparameters and in JST can be treated as the prior observation counts for the number of times topic j associated with sentiment label l is sampled from a document and the number of times words sampled from topic j are associated with sentiment label l, respectively, before having observed any actual words. Similarly, the hyperparameter can be interpreted as the prior observation counts for the number of times sentiment label l sampled from a document before any word from the corpus is observed. In our implementation, we used asymmetric prior and symmetric prior and . In addition, there are three sets of latent variables that we need to infer in JST, i.e., the per-document sentiment distribution , the per-document sentiment label specific topic distribution , and the percorpus joint sentiment-topic word distribution '. We will see later in the paper that the per-document sentiment distribution plays an important role in determining the document sentiment polarity.
Incorporating Model Priors
We modified Phan's Gibbs LDAþþ package 3 for the implementation of JST and Reverse-JST. Compared to the original LDA model, besides adding a sentiment label generation layer, we also added an additional dependency link of ' on the matrix of size S Â V , which we used to encode word prior sentiment information into the JST and Reverse-JST models. The matrix can be considered as a transformation matrix which modifies the Dirichlet priors of size S Â T Â V , so that the word prior sentiment polarity can be captured.
The complete procedure of incorporating prior knowledge into the JST model is as follows: first, is initialized with all the elements taking a value of 1. Then, for each term w 2 f1; . . . ; V g in the corpus vocabulary and for each sentiment label l 2 f1; . . . ; Sg, if w is found in the sentiment lexicon, the element lw is updated as follows:
where the function SðwÞ returns the prior sentiment label of w in a sentiment lexicon, i.e., neutral, positive, or negative. For example, the word "excellent" with index i in the vocabulary has a positive sentiment polarity. The corresponding row vector in is ½0; 1; 0 with its elements representing neutral, positive, and negative prior polarity. For each topic j 2 f1; . . . ; T g, multiplying li with lji , only the value of lposji is retained, and lneuji and lnegji are set to 0. Thus, "excellent" can only be drawn from the positive topic word distributions generated from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter l pos . The previously proposed DiscLDA [23] and Labeled LDA [24] also utilize a transformation matrix to modify Dirichlet priors by assuming the availability of document class labels. DiscLDA uses a class-dependent linear transformation to project a K-dimensional (K latent topics) document-topic distribution into a L-dimensional space (L document labels), while Labeled LDA simply defines a one-to-one correspondence between LDA's latent topics and document labels. In contrast to this work, we use word prior sentiment as supervised information and modify the topic-word Dirichlet priors for sentiment classification.
Model Inference
In order to obtain the distributions of , , and ', we first estimate the posterior distribution over z and l, i.e., the assignment of word tokens to topics and sentiment labels. The sampling distribution for a word given the remaining topics and sentiment labels is P ðz t ¼ j; l t ¼ kjw; 
The joint probability of the words, topics, and sentiment label assignments can be factored into the following three terms: P ðw; z; lÞ ¼ P ðwjz; lÞP ðz; lÞ ¼ P ðwjz; lÞP ðzjlÞP ðlÞ: ð2Þ
For the first term, by integrating out ', we obtain
where N k;j;i is the number of times word i appeared in topic j and with sentiment label k, N k;j is the number of times words are assigned to topic j and sentiment label k, and À is the gamma function.
For the second term, by integrating out , we obtain
where D is the total number of documents in the collection, N d;k;j is the number of times a word from document d being associated with topic j and sentiment label k, and N d;k is the number of times sentiment label k being assigned to some word tokens in document d.
For the third term, by integrating out , we obtain P ðlÞ ¼ ÀðSÞ
where N d is the total number of words in document d. Gibbs sampling was used to estimate the posterior distribution by sampling the variables of interest, z t and l t here, from the distribution over the variables given the current values of all other variables and data. Letting the superscript Àt denote a quantity that excludes data from tth position, the conditional posterior for z t and l t by marginalizing out the random variables ', , and is
Samples obtained from the Markov chain are then used to approximate the per-corpus sentiment-topic word distribution
The approximate per-document sentiment label specific topic distribution is
Finally, the approximate per-document sentiment distribution is
The pseudocode for the Gibbs sampling procedure of JST is shown in Algorithm 1. Sample a new sentiment-topic pairl andz using Equation 6; 7:
Update variables N k;j;i ; N k;j , N d;k;j , N d;k , and N d using the new sentiment labell and topic labelz; 8: end for 9: end for 10: for every 25 iterations do 11:
Update hyperparameter with the maximum-likelihood estimation; 12: end for 13: for every 100 iterations do 14:
Update the matrix È, Â, and Å with new sampling results; 15: end for 16: end for
Reverse Joint Sentiment-Topic (Reserve-JST) Model
In this section, we study a reparameterized version of the JST model called Reverse-JST. As opposed to JST in which topic generation is conditioned on sentiment labels, sentiment label generation in Reverse-JST is dependent on topics. As shown in Fig. 1c , the Reverse-JST model is a fourlayer hierarchical Bayesian model, where topics are associated with documents, under which sentiment labels are associated with topics and words are associated with both topics and sentiment labels. Using similar notations and terminologies as in Section 3.1, the joint probability of the words, the topics and sentiment label assignments of Reverse-JST can be factored into the following three terms: P ðw; l; zÞ ¼ P ðwjl; zÞP ðl; zÞ ¼ P ðwjl; zÞP ðljzÞP ðzÞ: ð10Þ
It is easy to derive the Gibbs sampling for Reverse-JST in the same way as JST. Therefore, here we only give the full conditional posterior for z t and l t by marginalizing out the random variables ', , and
As we do not have a direct per-document sentiment distribution in Reverse-JST, a distribution over sentiment labels for document P ðljdÞ is calculated based on the topic specific sentiment distribution and the per-document topic proportion
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Data Sets Description
Two publicly available data sets, the MR and MDS data sets, were used in our experiments. The MR data set has become a benchmark for many studies since the work of Pang et al. [3] . The version 2.0 used in our experiment consists of 1,000 positive and 1,000 negative movie reviews crawled from the IMDB movie archive, with an average of 30 sentences in each document. We also experimented with another data set, namely subjective MR, by removing the sentences that do not bear opinion information from the MR data set, following the approach of Pang and Lee [4] . The resulting data set still contains 2,000 documents with a total of 334,336 words and 18,013 distinct terms, about half the size of the original MR data set without performing subjectivity detection. First used by Blitzer et al. [7] , the MDS data set contains four different types of product reviews crawled from Amazon.com including Book, DVD, Electronics, and Kitchen, with 1,000 positive and 1,000 negative examples for each domain. 4 Preprocessing was performed on both of the data sets. First, punctuation, numbers, nonalphabet characters and stop words were removed. Second, standard stemming was performed in order to reduce the vocabulary size and address the issue of data sparseness. Summary statistics of the data sets before and after preprocessing are shown in Table 1 .
Defining Model Priors
In the experiments, two subjectivity lexicons, namely the MPQA 5 and the appraisal lexicons, 6 were combined and incorporated as prior information into the model learning. These two lexicons contain lexical words whose polarity orientation have been fully specified. We extracted the words with strong positive and negative orientation and performed stemming in the preprocessing. In addition, words whose polarity changed after stemming were removed automatically, resulting in 1,584 positive and 2,612 negative words, respectively. It is worth noting that the lexicons used here are fully domain independent and do not bear any supervised information specifically to the MR, subjMR, and MDS data sets. Finally, the prior information was produced by retaining all words in the MPQA and appraisal lexicons that occurred in the experimental data sets. Statistics about the prior information for each data set are listed in Table 2 . It can be observed that the prior positive words occur much more frequently than the negative words, with frequencies at least doubling those of negative words in all of the data sets.
Hyperparameter Settings
Previous study has shown that while LDA can produce reasonable results with a simple symmetric Dirichlet prior, an asymmetric prior over the document-topic distributions has substantial advantage over a symmetric prior [25] . In the JST model implementation, we set the symmetric prior ¼ 0:01 [22] , the symmetric prior ¼ ð0:05 Â LÞ=S, where L is the average document length, S the is total number of sentiment 
TABLE 2 Prior Information Statistics
4. We did not perform subjectivity detection on the MDS data set since its average document length is much shorter than that of the MR data set, with some documents even containing only a single sentence. 5 . http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/. 6. http://lingcog.iit.edu/arc/appraisal_lexicon_2007b.tar.gz. labels, and the value of 0.05 on average allocates 5 percent of probability mass for mixing. The asymmetric prior is learned directly from data using maximum-likelihood estimation [26] and updated every 25 iterations during the Gibbs sampling procedure. In terms of Reverse-JST, we set the symmetric ¼ 0:01, ¼ ð0:05 Â LÞ=ðT Â SÞ, and the asymmetric prior is also learned from data as in JST.
Classifying Document Sentiment
The document sentiment is classified based on P ðljdÞ, the probability of a sentiment label given document. In our experiments, we only consider the probability of positive and negative labels for a given document, with the neutral label probability being ignored. There are two reasons for this. First, sentiment classification for both the MR and MDS data sets is effectively a binary classification problem, i.e., documents are being classified either as positive or negative, without the alternative of neutral. Second, the prior information we incorporated merely contributes to the positive and negative words, and consequently there will be much more influence on the probability distribution of positive and negative labels for a given document, rather than the distribution of neutral labels in the given document. Therefore, we define that a document d is classified as a positive-sentiment document if the probability of a positive sentiment label P ðl pos jdÞ is greater than its probability of negative sentiment label P ðl neg jdÞ, and vice versa.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present and discuss the experimental results of both document-level sentiment classification and topic extraction, based on the MR and MDS data sets.
Sentiment Classification Results versus Different Number of Topics
As both JST and Reverse-JST model sentiment and topic mixtures simultaneously, it is therefore worth exploring how the sentiment classification and topic extraction tasks affect/benefit each other and in addition, how these two models behave with different topic number settings on different data sets when prior information is incorporated.
With this in mind, we conducted a set of experiments on JST and Reverse-JST, with topic number T 2 f1; 5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30g. It is worth noting that as JST models the same number of topics under each sentiment label, with three sentiment labels, the total topic number of JST will be equivalent to a standard LDA model with T 2 f3; 15; 30; 45; 60; 75; 90g. Fig. 2 shows the sentiment classification results of both JST and Reverse-JST at document level with prior information extracted from the MPQA and appraisal lexicons. For all the reported results, accuracy is used as performance measure and the results were averaged over 10 runs. The baseline is calculated by counting the overlap of the prior lexicon with the training corpus. If the positive sentiment word count is greater than that of the negative words, a document is classified as positive, and vice versa. The improvement over this baseline will reflect how much JST and Reverse-JST can learn from data.
As can be seen from Fig. 2 , both JST and Reverse-JST have a significant improvement over the baseline in all of the data sets. When the topic number is set to 1, both JST and Reverse-JST essentially become the standard LDA model with only three sentiment topics, and hence ignore the correlation between sentiment labels and topics. Figs. 2c, 2d , and 2f show that both JST and Reverse-JST perform better with multiple topic settings in the Book, DVD, and Kitchen domains; especially noticeable is JST with 10 percent improvement at T ¼ 15 over single topic setting on the DVD domain. This observation shows that modeling sentiment and topics simultaneously dose indeed help improve sentiment classification. For the cases where a single topic performs the best (i.e., Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2e) , it is observed that apart from the MR data set, the drop in sentiment classification accuracy by additionally modeling mixtures of topics is only marginal (i.e., 1 and 2 percent point drop in subjMR and Electronics, respectively), but both JST and Reverse-JST are able to extract sentiment-oriented topics in addition to document-level sentiment detection.
When comparing JST with Reverse-JST, there are three observations. First, JST outperforms Reverse-JST in most of the data sets with multiple topic settings, with up to 4 percent difference in the Book domain. Second, the performance difference between JST and Reverse-JST has some correlation with the corpus size (cf. Table 1) . That is, when the corpus size is large these two models perform almost the same, e.g., on the MR data set. In contrast, when the corpus size is relatively small JST significantly outperforms Reverse-JST, e.g., on the MDS data set. A significance measure based on the paired t-Test (critical P ¼ 0:05) is reported in Table 3 . Third, for both models, the sentiment classification accuracy is less affected by topic number settings when the data set size is large. For instance, classification accuracy stays almost the same for the MR and subjMR data sets when topic number is increased from 5 to 30, whereas in contrast, a 2-3 percent drop is observed for Electronics and Kitchen. By closely examining the posterior of JST and Reverse-JST (cf. (6) and (11)), we noticed that the count N d;j (number of times topic j is associated with some word tokens in document d) in the Reverse-JST posterior would be relatively small due to the factor of a large topic number setting. On the contrary, the count N d;k (number of times sentiment label k is assigned to some word tokens in document d) in the JST posterior would be relatively large as k is only defined over three different sentiment labels. This essentially makes JST less sensitive to the data sparseness problem and to the perturbation of hyperparameter settings. In addition, JST encodes the assumption that there is approximately a single sentiment for the entire document, i.e., documents are mostly either positive or negative. This assumption is important as it allows the model to cluster different terms which share similar sentiment. In Reverse-JST, this assumption is not enforced unless only one topic for each sentiment label is defined. Therefore, JST appears to be a more appropriate model design for joint sentiment-topic detection.
Comparison with Existing Models
In this section, we compare the overall sentiment classification performance of JST and Reverse-JST with some existing semi-supervised approaches [19] , [27] . As can be seen from Table 4 , the baseline results calculated based on the sentiment lexicon are below 60 percent for most of the data sets. By incorporating the same prior lexicon, a significant improvement is observed for JST and Reverse-JST over the baseline, where both models have over 20 percent performance gain on the MR and subjMR data sets, and 10-14 percent improvement on the MDS data set. For the movie review data, there is a further 2 percent improvement for both models on the subjMR data set over the original MR data set. This suggests that though the subjMR data set is in a much compressed form, it is more effective than the full data set as it retains comparable polarity information in a much cleaner way [4] . In terms of the MDS data set, both JST and Reverse-JST perform better on Electronics and Kitchen than Book and DVD, with about 2 percent difference in accuracy. Manually analyzing the MDS data set reveals that the Book and DVD reviews often contain a lot of descriptions of book contents or movie plots, which makes the reviews of these two domains difficult to classify; in contrast, in Electronics and Kitchen domains, comments on products are often expressed in a much more straightforward manner. In terms of the overall performance, except in Electronics, it was observed that JST performed slightly better than Reverse-JST in all sets of experiments, with differences of 0.2 to 3 percent being observed. When compared to the recently proposed weakly supervised approach based on a spectral clustering algorithm [27] , except in the DVD domain where its accuracy is slightly lower, JST achieved better performance with more than 3 percent overall improvement. We point out that the proposed approach [27] requires users to specify which dimensions (defined by the eigenvectors in spectral clustering) are most closely related to sentiment by inspecting a set of features derived from the reviews for each dimension, and clustering is performed again on the data to derive the final results. In contrast, for the JST and Reverse-JST models proposed here, no human judgement is required. Another recently proposed nonnegative matrix tri-factorization approach [19] also employed lexical prior knowledge for semi-supervised sentiment classification. However, when incorporating 10 percent of labeled documents for training, the nonnegative matrix tri-factorization approach performed much worse than JST, with only around 60 percent accuracy being achieved for all the data sets. Even with 40 percent labeled documents, it still performs worse than JST on the MR data set and only slightly outperforms JST on the MDS data set. It is worth noting that no labeled documents were used in the JST results reported here.
Sentiment Classification Results with Different Features
While JST and Reverse-JST models can give better or comparable performance in document-level sentiment classification compared to semi-supervised approaches [19] , [27] with unigram features, it is worth considering the dependency between words since it might serve an important function in sentiment analysis. For instance, phrases expressing negative sentiment such as "not good" or "not durable" will convey completely different polarity meanings without considering negations. Therefore, we extended the JST and Reverse-JST models to include higher order information, i.e., bigrams, for model learning. Table 5 shows the feature statistics of the data sets in unigrams, bigrams, and the combination of both. For the negator lexicon, we collect a handful of words from the General Inquirer under the NOTLW category. 7 We experimented with topic number T 2 f1; 5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30g. However, it was found that JST and Reverse-JST achieved best results with single topic on bigrams and the combination of bigrams and unigrams most of the time, except for a few cases where multiple topics performed better (i.e., JST and Reverse-JST with T ¼ 5 on Book using unigrams þ bigrams, as well as Reverse-JST with T ¼ 10 on Electronics using unigrams þ bigrams). This is probably due to the fact that bigram features have much lower frequency counts than unigrams. Thus, with the sparse feature cooccurrence, multiple topic settings likely fail to cluster different terms that share similar sentiment and hence harm the sentiment classification accuracy. Table 6 shows the sentiment classification results of JST and Reverse-JST using different features. It can be observed that both JST and Reverse-JST perform almost the same with unigrams or bigrams on the MR, subjMR, and Book data sets. However, using bigrams gives a better accuracy in DVD but is worse on Electronics and Kitchen compared to using unigrams for both models. When combining both unigrams and bigrams, a performance gain is observed for most of the data sets except the Kitchen data. For both MR and subjMR, using the combination of unigrams and bigrams gives more than 2 percent improvement compared to using either unigrams or bigrams alone, with 76.6 and 77.7 percent accuracy being achieved on these two data sets, respectively. For the MDS data set, the combined features slightly outperform unigrams and bigrams on Book and gives a significant gain on DVD (i.e., 3 percent over unigrams; 1.2 percent over bigrams) and Electronics (i.e., 2.3 percent over unigrams; 4.7 percent over bigrams). Thus, we may conclude that the combination of unigrams and bigrams gives the best overall performance.
Topic Extraction
The second goal of JST is to extract topics from the MR (without subjectivity detection) and MDS data sets, and evaluate the effectiveness of topic sentiment captured by the model. Unlike the LDA model where a word is drawn from the topic-word distribution, in JST one draws a word from the per-corpus word distribution conditioned on both topics and sentiment labels. Therefore, we analyze the extracted topics under positive and negative sentiment label, separately.
Twenty topic examples extracted from the MR and MDS data sets are shown in Table 7 , where each topic was drawn from a particular domain under a sentiment label.
Topics on the top half of Table 7 were generated under the positive sentiment label and the remaining topics were generated under the negative sentiment label, each of which is represented by the top 15 topic words. As can be seen from the table that the extracted topics are quite informative and coherent. The movie review topics try to capture the underlying theme of a movie or the relevant comments from a movie reviewer, while the topics from the MDS data set represent a certain product review from the corresponding domain. For example, for the two positive sentiment topics under the movie review domain, the first is closely related to the very popular romantic movie "Titanic" directed by James Cameron and starring by Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet, whereas the other one is likely to be a positive review for a movie. Regarding the MDS data set, the first topics for Book and DVD under the positive sentiment label probably discuss a good cookbook and a popular action movie by Jackie Chan, respectively; for the first negative topic of Electronics, it is likely to be about complaints regarding data loss due to the flash drive failure, while the first negative topic of the kitchen domain is probably the dissatisfaction with the high noise level of the Vornado brand fan.
In terms of topic sentiment, by examining each of the topics in Table 7 , it is quite evident that most of the positive and negative topics indeed bear positive and negative sentiment. The first movie review topic and the second Book topic under the positive sentiment label mainly describe movie plot and the contents of a book, with fewer words carrying positive sentiment compared to other positive sentiment topics under the same domain. Manually examining the data reveals that the terms that seem not convey sentiments under the topic in fact appear in the context of expressing positive sentiments. Overall, the above analysis illustrates the effectiveness of JST in extracting opinionated topics from a corpus.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a joint sentiment-topic model and a reparameterized version of JST called Reverse-JST. While most of the existing approaches to sentiment classification favor supervised learning, both JST and Reverse-JST models target sentiment and topic detection simultaneously in a weakly supervised fashion. Without a hierarchical prior, JST and Reverse-JST are essentially equivalent. However, extensive experiments conducted on data sets across different domains reveal that these two models behave very differently when sentiment prior knowledge is incorporated, in which case JST consistently outperformed Reverse-JST. For general domain sentiment classification, by incorporating a small amount of domainindependent prior knowledge, the JST model achieved either better or comparable performance compared to existing semi-supervised approaches despite using no labeled documents, which demonstrates the flexibility of JST in the sentiment classification task. Moreover, the topics and topic sentiments detected by JST are indeed coherent and informative.
There are several directions we plan to investigate in the future. One is incremental learning of the JST parameters when facing with new data. Another one is the modification of the JST model with other supervised information being incorporated into JST model learning, such as some known topic knowledge for certain product reviews or document labels derived automatically from the user supplied review ratings.
